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ACCESSORIES
ARE EXTRA
Mudguards and racks
can be fitted but aren’t
supplied

RICHARD HALLETT
Cycle’s Technical Editor

Bike test

CUBE HYDE RACE
Technical Editor Richard Hallett reviews a German city hybrid
with belt drive and an Alfine hub but no mudguards

C

UBE CALLS the Hyde Race a city
bike. Does that mean cruising along
the car-free boulevards of some
imagined mainland-European cycling
paradise, or the rather different experience
of the British urban commuter, enduring foul
weather, indifferent drivers, and intermittent
infrastructure? Either way, the ‘Race’ part
of the Cube’s moniker is misapplied. While

Above: No oily marks on your trousers and it won’t
rust. Rings come in 46t, 50t or 55t. This one is 46t

it might have the edge on a Boris Bike,
it wouldn’t be the choice of even mildly
competitive city cyclists; it isn’t very fast.

FRAME AND FORK
Instead, it’s a sturdy machine built around
a seemingly bomb-proof aluminium frame
and fork with meaty but regular welds. It’s
a handsome beast, its satin black paint
accented with vivid green highlights. While it’s
unusually spartan for a European hybrid, it
does have mounts for mudguards and racks
front and rear so can be equipped for duties
ranging from laden touring to light commuting.
The frame is built using double-butted
‘Superlight Urban’ aluminium tubing. It’s stiff
enough both torsionally and laterally to satisfy
most urban cyclists. Indeed, there’s not much
frame flex in any plane, and Cube’s engineers
clearly did a fine job of accommodating the
split in the drive-side rear triangle needed to
take an nonseparable drive belt.
Cube calls it Split and Slide. There’s a
sliding dropout on both sides to allow for belt
tension adjustment; the non-drive side slider
doubles as the mount for the rear disc brake

calliper, while an extra bolt securing the drive
side slider also clamps together the ends of the
seatstays and chainstays to create a rigid single
structure. It’s a neat arrangement, if a little
industrial. Less neat is the front brake cable,
zip-tied to the back of the fork leg.

COMPONENTS
Stopping comes courtesy of Shimano hydraulic
discs front and rear. With opposed pistons
and effective pad return springs, the BR-315
callipers offer crisp, drag-free performance.
Brake feel is a little wooden and lacking in
initial bite, but as may be expected there’s
enough power when they are squeezed hard.
Unlikely to need much maintenance beyond
pad replacement for a couple of seasons, they
certainly fit the Cube’s design brief.
The same might be said for the Alfine rear
hub. It’s a marvel of robust, cost-effective
engineering that’s perhaps slightly wasted on
urban riding, where the entirety of the gear
range (over 300%) is rarely likely to be needed.
The hub shifts without appreciable resistance
both at a standstill and under power. The
gearing range, from 30in to 92in, is well-chosen
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Tech Spec
Dimensions
in millimetres
and degrees
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Detaching the Alfine
hub’s cable for wheel
removal is easier now

for general riding but might prove a little high
for heavy loads or steeper hills.
Belt drive means it’s not that easy to alter,
should one wish to do so. The Cube runs a
Gates Carbon Drive CDN belt. Introduced in
2015, the CDN is a lower-cost alternative to
the ‘full-fat’ CDX Centertrack system and is
intended for ‘lower-mileage pavement and city
bikes’. The CDN belt has fewer carbon cords,
and it features a tooth profile optimised,
apparently, for lower tension. The system
includes a steel rear sprocket and fibrereinforced composite chainwheel on the Gatesbranded square-taper-axle chainset.
To keep the belt properly engaged with the
sprockets, it is installed under permanent
tension rather than set up with a small amount
of slack as per a chain. This inherent tension
adds to bearing friction losses, which can be
detected when rotating the cranks backwards
but can’t really be felt from the saddle; Gates
claims overall efficiency equivalent to a new
chain transmission. The feedback through the
pedals is different but is perfectly acceptable
even under hard pedalling effort.
The big benefit of a belt drive is, of course,
the need for almost no maintenance even
in the adverse conditions that would quickly
kill a chain. Other benefits include a long
service life, with no efficiency drop-off or
need to re-adjust belt tension along the way;

cleanliness; and low weight. The only obvious
question concerns ease of rear wheel removal.
This is made no easier by the Alfine hub’s
‘cassette joint’, which connects the control
wire. The cable routing of the new SG-S7000
8-speed Alfine is reversed, so that the inner
wire runs onto the cassette joint ring from
the top. Re-fitting the control wire after wheel
installation is said to have been made easier,
and it’s now no big deal if you have the knack.

SUMMARY
But what’s it like to ride? It’s a long way off
the ground. The fat tyres – seriously-treaded
700×42C Schwalbe Road Cruisers – need
a substantial bottom bracket drop and don’t
have it, the 70mm figure being better suited
to 23C tyres. The tyres roll well, give a fairly
supple ride and look suited to the towpath
or gravel, but at over 700g each do nothing
for acceleration. Factor in power lost to the
hub and belt, and the bike is no match on
speed for a well-maintained derailleur-geared
machine. If anything, it is today’s version of a
utility roadster – think Raleigh Tourist Deluxe
or early Hercules Balmoral – but with discs,
Alfine, and Gates belt in place of roller brakes,
three-speed Sturmey Archer hub, and enclosed
chain case. Unfortunately, without mudguards
it loses marks on the utility front, but these
can be added.

PRICE: £899
SIZES: 46, 50, 54
(tested), 58, 62cm
WEIGHT: 12kg
FRAME & FORK
Aluminium Superlite
Urban double
butted, with
aluminium rigid fork
WHEELS: 42-622
Schwalbe Road
Cruiser Active tyres,
Cube UX24 rims,
32 spokes front
and rear, Shimano
Deore HB-M615
Centerlock disc
mount front hub,
Shimano Alfine
SG-S700 8-speed
rear hub
TRANSMISSION:
Gates S150 CDN
46t crankset,
170mm crank arms
with Thun squaretaper BB; Gates
CDN 111t drive

belt; Shimano Alfine
SL-S700 shifters,
Shimano Alfine
SG-S700 eightspeed geared hub. 8
ratios, 30-92in.
BRAKING: Shimano
BR-M315 hydraulic
disc brakes,
160mm rotors
STEERING &
SEATING: Cube
Flat Race 660mm
handlebar, Cube
Performance Stem
Pro 31.8mm stem;
Cube Natural Fit
Tour grips; FSA No
10 semi- integrated
1 1/8" headset,
Selle Royal
Prestige saddle,
Cube Performance
Post seatpost
27.2mm with Cube
Screwclamp
WEBSITE:
cube.eu/uk

MORE REVIEWS
ON THE WEBSITE
We’re adding more bike
reviews online. Visit bit.ly/
cyclinguk-biketests

OTHER OPTIONS

1

Pashley Roadster
Sovereign 8 £775

The 8-speed version of Pashley’s
classic steel roadster has hub
brakes, an enclosed chain case,
mudguards, rack… and serious
retro style. pashley.co.uk
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2

Marin Fairfax SC4
Belt £900

Similar to the Hyde Race, this
belt-drive Marin has an 8-speed
hub, disc brakes, a 6061
aluminium frame, and sleek
styling. paligap.cc

